Make Your Own
knitting sound diary

1 Print:

Open the Print Setup dialog box and

2 Notice:

select Portrait orientation. Open the
Properties dialog box and select Reduce/
Enlarge document by output paper size.
Choose A4 or 8.5 x 11. Print.

Small dots have been strategically placed
on the pages to mark scoring and cutting
lines.

3 Score:
Align your ruler with the dots and use the
back of your sharp knife or a bookbinder’s
bone to score the paper as indicated by
dashed lines in the guides below.

Some knitting things to think
about; some sound questions to
answer...

A
“Brenda, what do you like to listen
to when you knit?”
“Well Felix, I like to listen to birds
singing in the valley, or the sound
of cows, munching their way
through the field at the end of my
garden.

knitting Sound Diary

What do you like to listen to?”
“My favourite thing is to knit by a
fire, or to be in the house when it's
quiet and to listen to our cat patting
and poking his cat flap at the back
door.”

What sounds do you enjoy listening
to when you knit?
What sounds don’t go with knitting
at all?
What sounds do you associate
with knitting?
If knitting had a Top Forty list, what
sounds are at the top of your
textile hit parade?

A

4 Fold on dashed lines
Cut on red lines

Cover

5 Assembly:
Easier to do than explain.
Click here to watch the video.

6 Note:
The vertical cutting line on the insert is
not marked, as it’s easiest to see where to
trim the insert after it’s been folded.
Fold first, then trim.

Insert

“My favourite thing is to knit by a
fire, or to be in the house when it's
quiet and to listen to our cat patting
and poking his cat flap at the back
door.”

What do you like to listen to?”

“Well Felix, I like to listen to birds
singing in the valley, or the sound
of cows, munching their way
through the field at the end of my
garden.

“Brenda, what do you like to listen
to when you knit?”

A
knitting Sound Diary

A

If knitting had a Top Forty list, what
sounds are at the top of your
textile hit parade?

What sounds do you associate
with knitting?

What sounds don’t go with knitting
at all?

What sounds do you enjoy listening
to when you knit?

Some knitting things to think
about; some sound questions to
answer...

Date

Place
on
20

whilst knitting in/at

Name

of the sounds heard by

Here Begins a record

suitcase snappers
Whitland to Reading by rail
train announcement
Felix playing accordion
knitting
cracking a beer
pheasant
crows
frosty footsteps
walking Truman
Jasper purring
folding clothes
closing a drawer
a sweater landing in a pile
crunchy snow
early morning traffic
Truman's dog collar jangling
Zach playing guitar

pouring wine
eating dinner
Brenda laughing
tapping birch trees
dyeing yarn in the Burco
spinning on the Ashford
campfire
wooden beads
lowing cattle
songthrush
Tonia whittling
Rachel counting stitches
the quiet on Marros Mountain
boot sale
old pages being turned
Narbeth streets

A Knitter’s Manifesto includes these sounds:

Use the space below to record the
sounds you notice whilst knitting.

